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PREZ SEZ: 
 
Big Sky 
15 of us were on the plane ready to take off when an 
announcement came on and said they could not 
leave because the plane was overweight and 2 
people needed to give up their seats for a later flight.  
Finally at Big Sky, a representative came Sunday 
evening with pizza and wine to welcome us to the 
area and give us an over-view of the area.  Big Sky 
has increased their area and is really large now with 
plenty of runs for any skill level.  The condo I was 
in had one bedroom with a king, another with a 
queen and a third very small room with 3 bunk beds 
and no closet.  6 of us were living there for a week.  
Karen and Pat got one of the bedrooms.   We drew 
straws and I was fortunate to win the queen 
bedroom.  Manny, Ken, and Lowell drew the bunk-
bed short straws.   Thanks, guys for no complaining and just living with it and enjoying the week.  I also want to 
thank the cooks (Manny and Lowell) and everyone in my condo for clean-up.  The week started out in the teens 
and ended with 20s.  Our condos were ski-in and ski-out which worked out great once we figured out how to do 
it.  The bus and shuttle service needs improvement.  The club paid for a dinner plus a lunch on the hill.  Everyone 
chipped in for a clean-up (pizza) party at the end of the week.  We raced Nastar one day which was dominated by 
the Hamptons.  All in all it was a great trip enjoyed by all.  Thanks to Jackie for setting up the trip and to Karen 
for running the trip and keeping us all in line and remaining enthusiastic at the same time! 
 
Elections 
Up for elections this year are President, Treasurer, Secretary, Social, Newsletter, Ski Meister.  If anyone is 
interested, let me or another Board member know.  Elections will be held at the April meeting. 
PS – Hi, Kim. 
 
 KUDOS: 
    Special thanks to Bobbie and Lowell Davis, Jackie Homa, Ray Lucas,  Karen and Pat Sample, Don Barg, Rod 
Onusaitis and  Lee Wirth,  for contributing articles for  this issue of the ESC Newsletter. 

 Special KUDOS:  to Lisa Hampton for the great work on the ESC website. 

 
 
 
 
 
                    

2015     ESC BOARD     2016 
 
President -           Ray Lucas              (847) 487-2371  

Vice President -   Walt Zelenka          (630) 510-9028     

Treasurer -           Bob Savini       (815) 254-2303  

Membership -       Christy Burke (847) 299-1325  

Trip Chair -          Jackie Homa (815) 344-7788  

Secretary -           Debbie Clegg         (630) 530-1107 

Social Chair -       Bobbie Davis          (630-910-1424 

Ski Meister -         Betty Ashworth (847) 298-3992  

 Newsletter -          Larry Homa           (815) 344-7788 

Webmaster-         Lisa Hampton        (916) 801-8395 

                                



 

2016 ESC SPRING BANQUET 
 

Sunday, April 17, 2016 
 

 ROBERTO’S RISTORANT & PIZZERIA  
483 SPRING ROAD  

ELMHURST, IL  
PHONE:  630-279-8474 
Time: 5:00PM Cash Bar 

Dinner: 5:30PM  
 

Reply on or before APRIL 5th by sending a check for $25.00 per person to treasurer 
Bob Savini – 11925 S. Wolf Drive, Plainfield, IL 60585 or 
Contact Bobbie Davis 630-605-1634 for more information 

 
Menu includes: Fresh bread, coffee, tea, soda, Espresso or Cappuccino 

 
Appetizer 

Fior di Latte (tomatoes w/mozzarella) and Carciofini Al Forno (Baked Artichoke) 
 

Salad 
Mixed Field Greens 

 
Pasta 

Farfelle Alla Dolce Vita Pasta and 
Mezzi Rigatoni Pasta 

 
Main Course 

Chicken Vesuvio 
 

Vegetable 
Broccoli 

 
Dessert 

Tiramisu or Cannoli, or NY Cheesecake  
 
 







BIG SKY MONTANA  

    Yea!  Another great outing with the Elmhurst Ski Club.  Everyone arrived safely in Bozeman after a 
trip on a tiny plane across the plains. We jumped into our vans, did a hurricane shopping spree and 
headed into the mountains. By the time we got in it was about 17°.  (The temp hovered between 6º and 
26º all week.) We quickly unpacked and prepared for the welcome party. Our host, Eric Corliss, surprised 
us by bringing several bottles of wine and pizza to the party. He told us about the mountain - no lift lines 
and long cruisers - and we got ready to go out the next morning. Our ski in/ski out condos were beautiful 
(although the bed count was a bit sketchy, leaving Manny sleeping in a box, Ken and Lowell on cowboy 
bunkbeds, and Lisa on the couch). We awoke to light snow and after a leisurely breakfast and about 100 
steps, we found ourselves on a catwalk and skiing right down to our first lift. 

     Big Sky is big – living up to its moniker "the biggest skiing in America".  The skiing is perfect for 
every level from long, lovely greens, to beginner trees, intermediate groomers and trees, black bumps and 
bowls and the extreme of Lone Peak’s steep, rocky chutes.  We spent our first morning on our side of the 
mountain skiing what used to be Moonlight Basin when it was a separate area. The long groomed runs 
were very, very enjoyable. In the afternoon we moved towards the main part of the mountain to find more 
lovely runs. In order to get back at the end of the day though we had to take the Challenger lift which put 
us up on top of one of those ridges that you see in all the pictures of Lone Peak. Yes, the only way down 
was on a black run or a double black run. We ended up in a beautiful bowl, skiing crud down to our 
condos. Sorry Ray.  

     The next day we moved to the main part of the mountain, the original Big Sky area.  We had our 
mountain lunch in the convention center off the Huntley Lodge. Frankly, it could've been better, 
especially for the price we paid. I will try harder next time guys. The skiing however was quite nice that 
day and we did a human slalom in memory of Stephanie Hampton and other club members that have gone 
ahead to ski the big powder mountain in the sky. Manny made an excellent shrimp pasta that evening for 
our condo and all week long had fresh bruschetta waiting for us to go with our apres beverages when we 
came in from skiing.  Yum.  Thanks, Manny.   

     By Wednesday, I was chomping at the bit to take the tram up to the top of the peak. When you look at 
pictures of Lone Peak, all you see are straight down chutes coming off of a very tiny little point at the top 
of the mountain. That was where we were headed. I had done my research, and knew there was a good 
way down the mountain that we couldn't see. Just in case we wanted to ski down, we took our skis up the 
tram with us. The tram ride itself was really cool, especially where they had to cut through the giant snow 
drift to dock the tram. The skiing looked very extreme and very sketchy off the tram side of the mountain, 
however we did see a few skiers attempting the fine white thread of snow that ran between the many 
rocks that were visible. The view from the top was amazing. You could see for miles and miles, 360°. We 
were lucky to have gone up on a bluebird day. However, when it came time to ski down, everyone bailed 
out on me and I did the back run, Liberty Bowl, by myself. It was an awesome run - the longest bowl I've 
ever skied - probably at least three of Vail’s back bowls stacked one on top of each other.  And then you 
got to the treeline. From the treeline it was another long, long run down to the very bottom where you 
picked up the lift and then could circle around to the front of the mountain and do it all over again. No I 
did not do it all over again, at least that day.  I did take a few extra runs in the trees back there, though. 

     Wednesday night we had our club dinner at the Gallatin Riverhouse Grill. Our dinner was fantastic. 
Getting there, however, was a little bit dicey. Unless you had a car, you were at the mercy of a very ill 
planned shuttle system. In our cases it was a virtually nonexistent shuttle system. That would be my only 
complaint really about our trip. The shuttle system sucked. To get around the crummy shuttle system, we 
talked the Moonlight Lodge people into taking us down in one of their vehicles and the rest of us 



crammed into Pat’s pick up truck. Pat and Brian Hampton rode in back, while six others crammed into the 
cab with me driving. Although it was about a 25 minute ride down to the restaurant, we all decided that it 
had been worth it for the great food that we had. 

     Thursday was our day off. Eight of us woke up much too early in the morning and boarded a bus to 
Yellowstone National Park. We hired a snow coach to take us in to Old Faithful. The snow coach was 
fantastic - kind of like a super comfy passenger van with big fat deep -tracked tires. We saw nine coyote, 
hundreds of bison, a mama and baby elk and eagles.  When we got near Old Faithful, Brian Hallacker, Pat 
and I cross-country skied through two 

miles of the geyser basin to Old Faithful Lodge. It was amazing. The park is just an extraordinary place to 
go in the winter. Or the summer. We were blessed to be able to have done that trip that day. And it 
snowed.  

    On Friday we raced Nastar in the morning.  After the Hampton family cleaned our clocks on a pretty 
tough course and cleared the top three places (Lisa #1, Brian #2 and Lester #3, uh…Pat got #4)) we raced 
off and chased fresh tracks all around the mountain for the rest of the day. I got Lisa and Brian Hampton 
and Pat to go back up the tram with me and we had another great run in Liberty Bowl and also on some of 
the nice lower runs on the back side. Mmmm...freshies. Some of the best snow we’ve had on recent trips, 
even though the coverage was a little low.   

     Saturday’s skiing was a little weird.  Super cold and windy.  While I chased down Poker Run prizes, 
the group hit the far side of the mountain and found some new runs in a whole ‘nother area.  Once we got 
separated we barely made it back together because it was so windy that the lifts kept shutting down and 
having problems.  When we finally met for lunch, we decided to call it quits, but since the lifts weren’t all 
running it was an effort to get back to our side of the mountain.  (And of course, the shuttle wouldn’t be 
ready until 6:00pm).  Weeeelll…. (I’m sorry, guys)… we ended up walking…a ways… further than we 
should have, but I didn’t know that at the time.  Turns out, tho, that those condo mates of mine are in 
pretty good shape, even at high elevation, and we did make it back eventually - in time for our clean up 
party and for one last night out.  We didn’t get to see the bluegrass show, but had fun just hanging out in a 
lodge with an evening chaser.  All in all, a good time.   

     I’m glad everyone made it home safe.  Our drive was clear and quick.  Even made it in time to see the 
Broncos give the Panthers a whuppin’.  Yeah!  Next year watch for those Seahawks!  (Oh, yeah.)  Thanks 
to everyone on the trip and especially to my great condo-mates for their extra help.  Let me know what 
you liked, didn’t like or want to change.  It’s a pleasure helping Jackie make things fun for you all.  See 
ya next year!! 

            Karen and Pat Sample 

 

BIG SKY   

This year’s trip was great.  It was nice to have a great direct flight to Bozeman Montana with no delays 
and beautiful weather. Our accommodations with Noreen, Dave, Terry, Lee, Rod, and Brian were good 
for three bedrooms and plenty of bathrooms with a hot tub outside with access from two of the bedrooms.  
Our condos were more remote than other trips with the lodge for shuttle bus pickup around a good two 
long blocks away on the road.  Once we found out the ski trail behind the lodge was a shorter route and 
more level, it made it easier. The bus schedules were 3 hours apart after 5:30PM which made it more 



difficult to go to the village for dinner.  The actual town of Big Sky is a lot further. The guys did most of 
our dinners in the condo while Dave and Noreen ate out. Our dinner on Wednesday with the club was 
great. The place had atmosphere with a big hot pot belly stove, nice rustic bar, and the barbecue food was 
very good. Karen did another good job in selecting this place.   

I enjoyed the ski in/out once we figured out the best way without having to walk too far with boots and 
skis. Big Sky has long green runs more like blues. Mr. K was my favorite.  There were no lines and plenty 
of empty runs, although on Friday and Saturday there were more people. The last day we had 50MPH 
winds and some of the lifts were stopping often due to the wind.  I heard later from Lowell the main lift 
from the village completely shut down and he was forced to walk up hill in one spot to make his way 
back to the condos.  

On Thursday some of the group went to Yellowstone and we rented a snow cat. It really was a bus with 
big tires for snow. It was an excellent tour and just in time to see Old Faithful blow up some hot steam. 
The one thing that stood out in my mind was that the trees were not as tall as I expected. Then it was 
noted by our tour guide how the great fire in 86 devastated the entire area and this was all new growth.  
We saw Bison, an elk with a calf, and a few Coyote’s. They all looked healthy. It was about 5 degrees 
that day, but the bus was warm. Karen, Pat, and Brian were dropped off  for a little cross country skiing 
where we met them later at Old Faithful for our return trip.  I  want to say thanks to Jackie for the trip 
planning and to Karen as trip leader for all your efforts.    

 Rod  

  
BIG SKY MONTANA 2016 
 
Trip started out a little scary on Sunday. UAL put us on a small plane to fly out to Bozeman. The plane 
was at capacity. Seats were two to each side of plane. The Flight Attendant gets on the horn and tells us 
the plane is over weight and needs people to leave the plane. There were no takers. She came back and 
asked two more times and the second time the compensation went from $400 to $700. Two people 
departed the plane. Because they would not take off unless someone left. Not sure what would have 
happened if no one would leave.  I guess we will never know.  
 
We arrived in Bozeman safely met up with Karen and Pat and Lisa Hampton. We continued to meet the 
bus and head to our condo. Arrived at the condo to find accommodations confusing. We had six people to 
the condo only to find we had 1 king bed, 1 queen bed, and a upstairs with two sets of bunk beds.  So me, 
Manny and Ken figured it out and dealt with the sleeping conditions for the week. Karen did inquire for 
us but we did not want to move condos after we had unpacked. Just to inconvenient for everyone.  We 
managed uncomfortably for the week.  The condo itself was fine just sleeping design which was meant 
for kids.  
 
The area that was ski in and ski out was almost that. Coming back to condo you had to bear down and 
really pick up speed so you could make it to the turnoff toward the condo then ski across the parking 
lot  That was interesting.  The shuttle ran every 15 minutes as promised but not to Saddle Ridge condos / 
Moonlight Lodge. Our shuttle was 2:30PM and then 5:30PM, so at times you would be  stuck almost 3 
hours!!! Not many happy skiers. I am sure for the few who rented skis it had to be difficult to get to town 
to return them. Not sure how they worked that out.   So getting out in the evening for dinner was a 
challenge. Thanks to Manny and Karen we didn't have to worry about that part. Manny cooked 2 dinners 
and Karen 1 and both cooks were great. Just needed some Hot Giardiniera . Right Manny LOL  
 



We did have great skiing everyday with the exception of the last day Saturday. We had big winds which 
caused the area to shut down lifts as the day went on. Some ended their day early. Due to the 
misinformation we received from the ski hostess girl we ended up hiking up to ski down to the condo 
after skiing for the day. Hiking wasn't in the plan but managed to get thru it. Went up the tram to see the 
view from top. A bit intimidating to look down and ski being you couldn't see any runs so decided not to 
do but our leader Karen did. Brave on her part being she did it by herself.  Went into Spanish peaks and 
got lost and did some road skiing and Ken really got into it. Did some of his best moves down there. Had 
a few laughs. 
 
 
Lowell Davis 

 

BIG SKY MONTANA 

What a massive sky mountain to ski on.   The first day, Brian and I took the Mountain Tour with six other 
people.  The guide showed us Justin Bieber’s house. One of the guys in our group asked the guide, “Who 
is Justin Bieber?”  The guide said “If you had a 10-13 year old daughter, you would know who he was. “  
It was a good introduction and it got us familiar with the mountain area.  Some of the runs were as wide 
as a 747 landing strip and as long.  Lots of nice greens and blues and very few people were on these runs.  
We had no line lift delays all week, except the line lift up to Lone Mountain. There we waited over 40 
minutes.  When we got to the top, we were in the clouds and we did not get the spectacular view. We did 
not ski down. A little too steep for us. Yikes!  Not for Karen, she went down. Later that week, I stopped 
at the base of that mountain and I overheard this guy say he saw this guy fall that went down the front 
side and went head over heal 19 times.  When the ski patrol got to him, they found him dead. I think 
Karen went down the back side which was not as steep.  

The weather was very cold the first two days. When we left the condo it was around 5 or 6 degrees.  
Wednesday was the very best day, much warmer 16 degrees when we left the condo and very sunny. 
What a gorgeous day to be skiing!  Thursday was our day off to rest, and of course it snowed all day 5-6”. 
Friday was another great day to ski. Saturday was the worst day to ski. A winter storm blew us away, 30 
to 50 mph winds. We skied all morning off Six Shooter on a run called Merriweather.  A very nice blue 
run.  Lester said “He could ski that run all day.” Well we skied it all morning.  The run was down in the 
tree line and it was protected from all the wind. It was very windy at the top for a very short distance. 
Then we headed over to the Mountain Village for lunch along that cat track called Fast Lane.  We made 
one more run that afternoon down Mr. K. This was Rod’s favorite run on the mountain. Going up on 
Swift took a long time. The lift stopped 4-5 times. It was so windy. Lots of the lifts were closed due to the 
high winds.  

We did meet up with some of the members in our club at the Mountain Lodge for lunch after we got 
down from Mr. K run. We were telling them they should take the bus home to our lodge. Lowell was 
trying to convince me to ski back to the lodge with him. If he would have listened to my advice, he 
wouldn’t have gotten into so much trouble getting back to the lodge.  Now he has another famous story to 
tell like the “COAT” story to his collection. I heard he likes to hike carrying his skis and poles up the 
mountain a very long distance. On the way home some of the lifts were closed. Oops!  A little birdy tried 
to warn him! The Rest of the Story! Ask Lowell. 



The highlight of this trip was on Thursday when we went to Yellowstone. Ken, Lester, Pat, Karen, Terry, 
Rod, Brain, and I had a wonderful day riding around in a snow cab that was heated.  We had a very 
knowledgeable guide.  We were picked up at Moon Light at 7AM and we got back around 7PM.  We 
went on a much warmer day, in the twenties.  We did not get any of the snow that fell on Big Sky.  The 
day before it was -15 degrees in Yellowstone. Many people rented the snowmobiles to see the park. We 
were all glad that we were in the snow cab. Nice and warm! We had a running conversation with the 
guide all the time. That would be impossible on a snowmobile. We saw many animals and birds. We saw 
an eagle, ducks, and trumpet swan along the Madison River. We saw many bison, and 8 coyotes. At the 
end of the day we saw a mother elk with her calf along the river bank eating grass.  That made my day! 
Of course we saw Old Faithful do her thing.  We droped off Karen, Pat, and Brian about two miles before 
we got to Old Faithful to cross country ski over to Old Faithful. They skied through the geyser field, but 
they got there too late to see her go off. They did see her from the distance.    

The most inspiring run of the week was when the club did a slalom run in honor and memory for 
Stefanie Hampton down Mr. K after the nice lunch at Huntley Lodge.  Stefanie never wore a hat when 
she skied but her God given white thick hair did the job.  She loved to ski, and she gave that passion to ski 
to her loveable kids, Lisa and Brian.  Of course, Lisa, Brian and Lester took the top three fastest time in 
the Nastar racing.  Congratulations to all the winners in our club! 

In closing, I want to thank Karen and Jackie for all the planning and work it takes to make another 
wonderful sky trip out west this year. You did a great job! The dinner at the Gallatin River House Grill 
was very nice. The price was right!  I know that everybody was blessed to ski at Big Sky and I thank God 
that everybody came home safely in one piece.  No broken bones! Even got home to see the second half 
of the Super Bowl.   

 God Bless!   Lee     

 



ELMHURST SKI CLUB 
2017 TRIP SURVEY 

  
 
Please take a minute to fill this survey out with the info as accurately as possible. We do use these surveys 
as a guideline for our next season’s ski trips. 
 
Please return survey by either, e-mail (jackiehoma@comcast.net), or mail. Jackie Homa, 107 S. Emerald Dr., 
McHenry, IL 60051 or bring survey to the April meeting. RETURN YOUR SURVEY, HELP US PLAN! 
Thank you. 
****************************************************************************** 
 

DAY TRIPS 
                                                     
           
 
 
Would you be interested in doing a Drive UP Day Trip ? _______  
 
COMMENTS:______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________
______________________________
____________________________ 

 
                                                                              
****************************************************************************** 
                  

CMSC CHICAGO WEEK 2017 
 

Chicago Week 2017 will be February 25 to March 4, 2017 at Beaver Creek, Colorado.   Price may vary by club 
depending on lodging choice and air pricing (Not yet available for 2017).   
Would you attend if  ELMHURST SKI CLUB is unable to run a Western Trip?    Yes or No_________ 
 

WEEKLONG WESTERN TRIPS 
 

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS: 
 
Would you attend an ESC Western Trip? Yes or No_______ Would you prefer a Condo or Hotel?__________ 
 
Would you attend an ESC Western Trip if the DATE was changed to a February Date in order to possible have 
better snow conditions or a better price?  Yes or No___________ 
 
Would you attend an ESC Western Trip if the PRICE were higher than $1,200.00?  Yes or No____________ 
What price range is acceptable?_________________   
 
Interest has been expressed in CANADA, possibly WHISTLER, for the ESC 2017 Trip.  Would you attend a 
CANADA Trip? Yes or No_______   Comments________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Would you be willing to room away from an area (about a 20 minute bus ride or so) in order to be able to ski at 
a great new area?  Yes or No ________ 



 
 
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR FIRST CHOICE AREA FOR THE ESC 2017 TRIP :__________________ 
 
 
Listed below are some suggested areas.  Please indicate your top three choices. 
 
Crested Butte, CO Taos, NM  Salt Lake City, UT  Jackson Hole, WY 
Big Sky, MT  Copper Mtn, CO  Keystone, CO   Telluride, CO 
Steamboat, CO Winter Park, CO  Purgatory, CO   Breckenridge, CO 
Aspen, CO  Vail, CO  Mammoth, CA  Sun Valley, ID 
Banff, Canada  Lake Tahoe, CA  Big White, Canada  Sun Peaks, Canada 
Mt. Hood, OR  Beaver Creek, CO  Grand Tar ghee, WY  Whistler, Canada 
 
ADD ADDITIONAL AREAS :__________________________________________________ 
 
 
CMSC has trips to Europe in January every year; would you be interested in going? Yes or No__________ 
 
 
 
 
Would you be interested in being a trip leader? Yes or No_________ 
 
We typically sign-up with a travel agent for western trips. The agents, lodging properties, and the airlines are 
now asking for payments in September or before.    Would you be able to make a deposit in August?                 
Yes or No___________ 
 
Please feel free to add comments to any of this questionnaire. Your comments are read and used to plan a 
successful ski season ! 
 
 
SUBMITTED BY (OPTIONAL): -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

COMMENTS: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



 
 

YOUR UPCOMING ESC 2016 SOCIAL EVENTS 
 
 

  April 17 

Spring Banquet (Sun.) 

                                                Contact: Bobbie Davis   630-910-1424 (home) 
                                                                                        630-605-1634 (cell) 

 

                                                             May 21 

                                                               Bike Ride and Picnic (Sat.) 
                                                             At Bobbie and Lowell’s 
                                                 Contact: Bobbie Davis   630-910-1424 (home) 
                                                                                         630-605-1634 (cell) 

                                            
August 

CMSC Picnic 
Location and date to be determined 

Contact Bobbie Davis   630-910-1424 (home) 
                                   630-605-1634 (cell) 

 
       September 10 
Bike Ride & Picnic (Sat.) 

                                                            Location to be determined 
         Contact: Bobbie Davis   630-910-1424 (home) 

                                                                                     630-605-1634   (cell) 
 

   October 15 
  Chili Party  

Location to be determined 
Contact: Bobbie Davis     630-910-1424 (home) 

                                      630-605-1634 (ceii) 
 

  November 12 

Bowling (Sat.) 
Location to be determined 

Contact: Bobbie Davis    630-910-1424 (home) 
                                     630-605-1634 (cell) 

 
                                                                 December 11 

Christmas Party (Sun) 
Location to be determined 

Contact: Bobbie Davis   630-910-1424 (home) 
                                    630-605-1634 (cell) 

 
More Details For All Events Will Be Provided Prior To The Event.  Join The Fun.  KEEP THIS 
CALENDAR!!!!!!!!! 
 
 
  



SOCIAL STUFF:  
 
BIKE RIDE AND PICNIC SEPTEMBER 2015 AT DON BARG’S 
 We had a great  bike ride starting on the great western trail near Don’s home in Lombard and returned on the prairie path. 
We had myself, Lowell, Fred, Lester and Rod on the trail. Rode about two hours.   Very long ride but we enjoyed the 
weather. Windy and cool but sunny too   
When we returned to Don’s he had plenty of fine food for us to eat. Huge burgers and homemade bratwurst, with salads 
and sides brought by other members and family.  Don as usual, you outdid yourself. We played bean bags and laughed all 
afternoon. If you couldn’t come this year, it was certainly not a meal to miss  
Social Bobbie 
 
 CHILI PARTY AT THE WIRTH’S: 
We had our annual chili party at the Wirth’s in October.  We did not have a very big turnout for this party. I just got back 
from Colorado a few days before the party-hunting elk. I know lots of people are very busy this time of the year. Maybe 
you were busy watching those Cubs beat my Cardinal in the play off.  Boo!  
 We voted for Susan Lucas for the best chili. That chili was very good. Don’t lose that recipe! I want to thank all the 
people who brought something to the party.  The desserts are always very good.  It always good to get together as a club. 
Lee Wirth 
  
ESC BOWLING NIGHT NOVEMBER 
 Bowling Wrap-up 
10 bowlers came for bowling in Addison.  Plus there were some spectators in the peanut gallery cheering on the bowlers.  
High score for the ladies was Betty Ashworth.  High men’s score was Dave Rosen.  It was an awesome night again this 
year with some really good and really bad/sad shots.  The peanut gallery chimed in with their comments throughout the 
evening.  Where can you go for 2 lines of bowling and pizza for $7.00 for the night???  Such a deal.  All in all, it’s one of 
my favorite nights with ESC. 
 Ray 
 
CHRISTMAS PARTY   2015 
Hard to believe another season has passed and we are celebrating Christmas at Don Barg’s home.  He welcomed 
Elmhurst Ski Club to his fully decorated home of trees and festivities galore.  Always full of surprises. Don made a 
fabulous prime rib seasoned to perfection.  Along with ham.  Everyone brought a dish to pass so we had 
plenty of potato dishes to share for everyone’s pallet.  Coleslaw and desserts too.  The night included The Dirty  
Santa gift exchange.  Fun had by all.  At least Ray found his stun gun exciting!  Hats off to all for making this   
another exciting ESC outing. 
Social Bobbie 
 
 ESC at VailMot 
On a bright, sunny, beautiful day with great snow conditions 5 ESC skiers showed up to enjoy the day --- Jon and Debbie 
Clegg, Lester, Lee and myself.  As an employee of Vail resorts I gave them a mountain tour.  The Cleggs came in their 
motor home and brought chili (delish) for the group.  And Lester brought great beer.  Thanks Debbie, John and Lester for 
a super lunch.  Unfortunately I had to leave at 3:00 for what we call a “mandatory instructor board meeting” which is 
actually a day-end beer at a local bar.  But we used the time before that to warm up for our out-west trip, get our legs 
moving, and enjoying each other’s company.  We couldn’t have asked for a better day!  Ray 
PS – for those of you who haven’t heard, Vail Mountain Resorts has purchased Wilmot Mountain along with 2 other areas 
in the Midwest.  Word is that Wilmot will be given a heavy-duty renovation:  new lifts, magic carpeting instead of rope 
tows, new parking, building maintenance, new cafeteria, etc.   The previous owners (the same family) opened Wilmot 38 
years ago and not a lot of maintenance was done so we anticipate great things ahead. 
Ray 
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